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Abstract—Workload characterization of Big Data applications
has always been a challenging research problem. Big data
applications often have high demands on multiple computing
components in concert, such as storage, memory, network and
processors and have evolving performance characteristics along
with the scale of the workload. To further complicate the problem, the increasing diversity of hardware technologies available
makes side-by-side comparisons hard. Choosing right resources
among a wide array of available systems is a decision that is
likely to plague both end users and resources providers. In this
paper, we propose a workload aware model for the computational
infrastructure selection problem for a given application. Our
model considers both features of the workload and features of the
computational infrastructure and predicts expected performance
for a given workload, based on historical performance results
using Support Vector Machines (SVM). We tested our model
with a practical application from the domain of Transportation
research on two distinct computing resources. The application
has significant requirements on both memory availability and
processing power. Therefore the optimal performance of the
application is a dedicated trade-off between different types of
resources and it is workload specific. The two testing systems
represent two main trends in high performance computing
resources. One infrastructure is a traditional high end computing
cluster consisting of moderate number of CPUs and memories
running at high frequency and high bandwidth. The other system,
based on the latest Intel Knights Landing processor, is a good
representation of the trending Many-Core technology in which
high number of processing cores running at lower frequencies are
available. The memory allocation models are also often different
between the two systems. Our results show that our proposed
model can achieve over 90% accuracy in performance prediction
with small training data sets for our test application. The results
also indicate that our model is a viable approach to be extended
to other classes of applications and to be potentially adopted by
high performance computing resource providers.
Keywords-Workload Characterization, Big Data Application,
High Performance Computing, Many-core, Network Modeling,
Intel Knights Landing, Support Vector Machine,

I. I NTRODUCTION
The era of Big Data has catalyzed explorations of various
sciences and natural phenomena at large scale and brought
a wide class of applications. With the advent of Internet
of Things [37] and ubiquitous sensors, this trend of new
workloads accompanying more data is only going to rapidly
increase. Despite efficient algorithmic implementations, Big
Data applications still require significant amount of computational resources to handle ever increasing amount of
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data and continues to stimulate new advances in hardware
technologies. However, as both computing infrastructure is
getting more diverse and big data workloads are getting more
complicated, choosing the right computational resource and
efficiently utilizing the state-of-the-art hardware for big data
applications becomes an increasingly challenging question.
Here, we present a novel workload aware model that can be
utilized for computational resource selection for a given big
data application.
Workload characterization of the big data applications is
an emerging problem, driven by various goals (e.g energy
conservation, optimal resource utilization etc) and has brought
several investigation and discussions over the years [7], [36],
[18], [31]. There are two primary challenges in estimating
the performance of a big data application. The first is the
high resource requirements of big data application on several
computational components instead of just on processors or
storage units. For example, the parallelism of a big data
application is not simply bound by number of cores but also on
the memory resources, data transfer rate between the different
computing components. Therefore, the collective subsystems
of a computing infrastructure must be considered jointly rather
than independently. The second challenge is the fact that
the workload characteristics and performance bottlenecks are
themselves moving targets and can evolve with the scale of
the data being analyzed. For example, the effect of data access
that may not significant for smaller data sets but becomes
greater for larger scale can be out weighted by the computing
requirement if the data keeps growing. Therefore, it makes old
methods of performance estimation based on smaller scale of
data becoming less accurate and reliable.
Furthermore, the availability of diverse new computing
hardware technologies developed for big data applications
presents a new issue for the end users to select the most
appropriate computing resources. Due to the intense quest
towards maximal performance both in academia and industry,
hardware manufacturers have strategically responded with adhoc specialized hardware tailor made for application classes.
We see this in the form of general purpose graphic processing
units (GPGPUs) leveraged towards highly parallel mathematical operations and specialized flash storage technologies
leveraged for quicker data ingest. Furthermore, with Moores
Law [20] causing a noticeable upper bound in the achievable

speed of a single core, we’re seeing the beginnings of availability of many-core designs in hardware and faster memory
pipelines [14], [5], [35]. Even if the workload requirements
of the application is known, mapping those requirements to
hardware features and utilizing them efficiently still remains
as a challenging task.
Our work is directly motivated by the question: how
should we choose amongst equally applicable computational
resources available to run a big data application? Our goal is
different from performance benchmarking of a software application or highly granular profiling of a specific workload for
analysis. The proposed model is not to make direct prediction
for the performance but to infer which infrastructure is better
suited for a given analysis task. The model can directly benefit
both resource providers by improving resource utilization and
data analysts by better facilitating their analysis jobs.
Our model utilizes support vector machine (SVM) [12] to
build a prediction model based on the historical performance
of an application on the various computational resources being
considered. The prediction model considers both hardware
specifications of the computation resources and variations in
the data sets to be analyzed. In this paper, we detail our
proposed model, preliminary implementation and evaluations
using an application in the Transportation research field with
real world problem requirements. For this test case, our
model can achieve over 90% accuracy in predicting the right
system to use. The core computation in this application is
a distributed implementation of finding shortest paths over a
set of pairs of nodes for large network. Therefore, the results
presented here may also be generalized to a larger class of
similar applications in network graph analysis. The results also
indicate our model could be a viable approach to be applied
with other applications and can be extended to a very large
infrastructure deployments and application profiling scenarios.
II. BACKGROUND AND R ELATED W ORK
In this section, we describe research related to work presented here and backgrounds about our testing application
and systems. In computer science, our work is related to the
research on both performance benchmarking [16], big data
systems [18], [38] and workload characterization [7], [36],
[31].
A. Performance Benchmarking and Workload Characterization
With various software stacks and technology for high performance computing prevalent for use in big data, there is a
lot of interest benchmarking big data systems performance.
For instance, many efforts like SparkBench [18] and HiBench
[13] revolve around performance benchmarking for frameworks based on the Hadoop ecosystem for generic computing
(Spark [38]) and data warehousing (Hive [34]). There are
also efforts on performance improvement of applications on
specific hardware such as for GPGPU and Xeon Phi [28],
[22], [8]. However, the common approaches in performance
benchmarking are based on the foundation of well established

benchmark workloads. The central goal of those benchmarks is
to provide a complete and yet unbiased measure of the system
performance. However, the significance of these benchmark
test numbers to the performance improvements of actual
deployed applications, both in online commercial services and
academic scenarios, is still somewhat obscure.
Another set of relevant work is on the topic of workload
characterization [32], [31], [7]. These works largely attempt
gain a very granular picture of the effects of their application
workload on the underlying hardware by means of monitoring
application activity with low level tracing tools and hardware
performance counters. Our work differs from the workload
characterization in that we are not focused on a particular data
set or optimizing the internal workings of a specific analysis
task. Our model is to identify a generic approach to estimate
relative performance among different computing infrastructure
for a specific user analysis task.
B. The Workload : Dynamic Traffic Assignment
In our preliminary study presented here, we used an application for Dynamic Traffic Assignment (DTA) in transportation
research as our test case. The application is chosen for several
reasons. First, it is a good representation of a big data application with all characteristics described in Section (1). The
application has both data intensive and computing intensive
elements. Therefore, the practical analysis requirements of this
application varies greatly which in turn creates variations in
its performance profile. Secondly, the core computation steps
are relatively simple and common to many other network
analysis. Lastly, the authors have extensive knowledge and
experience with this distributed computation code development
and running various workloads.
DTA models are powerful tools for realistically representing complex transportation networks of urban regions
involving millions of daily interactions amongst travelers and
between travelers and the transportation infrastructure. Simulation based DTA models e.g., [21], appropriately account
for the impact of traffic control strategies, the propagation of
congestion, and the presence of tolls and turning movement
delays, and have seen increasing adoption by transportation network planners and operators in the last decade. A
crucial component in DTA models is the computation of
time-dependent shortest-paths (TDSP) [26], [10] and is often
the most computationally demanding portion of the model.
The efficiency of transportation systems and infrastructure,
investigated by models like DTA, make them very relevant to
modern life. Additionally, Transportation networks and their
shortest path problems are a (complex) variant of graph based
iterative processing workloads. Numerous Big Data problems
are formulated as iterative computations run on graphs (ex
PageRank [27], Query processing in graph databases [1],
Network Community Detection [24]). The necessity of DTA
workflows to scale across computational infrastructure to enable potentially impactfull investigations is also one shared by
several Big Data problems from other domains. DTA models
therefore belong to a domain of contemporary investigative
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Fig. 1: Basic execution flow of a DTA algorithm.

research and bears critical relevance to modern society, while
also sharing some ”structural” similarities to problems from
other domains makes them a very good exemplar of Big Data
applications. We have chosen to use a DTA implementation
named VISTA [25] as it is a mature, stable and extensible DTA
implementation that has been widely used in Transportation
research [17], [3].
DTA methodologies typically [29] run stages iteratively as
show in 1. Time Dependent Shortest Path (TDSP) Computations are a complex variant of standard shortest path algorithms
in graphs, that compile a list of shortest paths for all origindestination pairs of interest. They are solved by extension
of standard O(n · m) label correcting algorithm to account
for time varying link costs that reflect traffic movement and
infrastructure changes. Traffic dynamics themselves are driven
by a table of ”demand” or desired origin-destination trips at
specific times. Demand tables are furnished by a combination
of synthetic and actual data gathered by city Department of
Transportation organizations on real traffic patterns. Assignment is a stage when the appropriate vehicles are assigned
shortest paths from those found in TDSP. The Simulation
stage is largely single threaded and is a discrete simulation of
each vehicle travelling through the network, making choices
based on minimizing cost and responding to congestion and
infrastructure conditions. These simulation dynamics in-turn
change the cost of links (i.e congestion) in the roadway
network. At the end of this process, the program measures
to see if traffic conditions have reached an ”equilibrium” state
that is measured by a threshold (for details refer [4]). For
large, city-sized geographic regions, these processes are very
demanding on computational infrastructure and can be time
consuming to execute.
C. Advances in Computing Infrastructure
Our preliminary evaluations were conducted using two
different latest computing infrastructure. One infrastructure is
the traditional multi-core architecture commonly used in the
computing cluster and high end workstation (Stampede [33]).

And the other is a latest many-core architecture which features
an order of magnitude more processing cores (based on Intels
latest Knights Landing processors).
These two types architecture quite accurately represent the
dichotomy of hardware choices that are likely to plague Big
Data researchers in the future. The multi-core architecture
offers the user, a few cores at a faster clock speed. In contrast
however, many-core architecture offers the user much more
cores (by an order of 17x more) albeit at a slower clock speed.
Additionally many-core architecture offers the user, access to
faster (but limited to 16G) memory. A workload that can be
re-factored to be massively parallel will almost certainly run
faster on many core systems. However, its serial portion will
run faster on the quicker multi-core chips. The differences
in memory management, availability, access mechanism and
system bandwidth also directly affect the performance of big
data application.
There are several different implementations and hardware products that utilize Many-core architecture including
GPGPU, Xeon Phi etc.[19], [6]. Here we focus on the uses of
the latest Intels Many Integrated Core (MIC) architecture, the
Intel Knights Landing processors (Intel Xeon Phi 7250, refered
as KNL thereafter). Each KNL node has a total of 68 cores
with 4 hardware threads per core to a total of 272 (1.4GHz)
hardware threads. Each node also has 96G of memory, 16GB
of which is a faster Multi Channel Dynamic Random Access
Memory (MCDRAM) technology. The supporting network
interconnect uses Omnipaths 100Gb/sec network. While traditionally, many-core designs were commonly used for the
narrow purpose of offloading computations, as a co-processor
(e.g Intel Knights Corner[6], GPGPUs [11]) , the KNL serves
as the primary host CPU of the compute node. This marks
a sharp change in the trend of CPU architectures available
in servers today and is likely to become more prevalent from
other hardware manufacturers in the future as well. With the 2
types of memory available, the KNL also has different modes
of operation where the memory hierarchy can be modified at
boot time while being transparent to the end user (eg. memory
mode where the faster MCDRAM is used as a large L3 cache,
cluster mode where different internal mechanisms for cache
coherency may be selected etc).
In comparison, the multi-core system used here is based
on multi-core Intel Xeon E5 Sandy Bridge processors. Each
compute node has 2 Intel Xeon E5-2680 Sandy Bridge Processors. These amount to a total of 16 (2.7GHz) hardware threads.
Furthermore each node has 32G of memory. The supporting
network interconnect uses Mellanox FDR InfiniBand technology in a 2-level (cores and leafs) fat-tree topology.
We should also expect to see other types of specialized
systems equipped with faster storage subsystems [15] and data
pipelines that may also be adequate for consideration by the
Big Data engineer in the future. For brevity however, we illustrate using just 2 types of hardware highlighted above while
noting that our analysis can be extended in real deployment
situations to multiple infrastructure types.

III. A W ORKLOAD AWARE M ODEL FOR R ESOURCE
S ELECTION
A. Supply and Demand Model of Computing Resource
The basic idea of our approach is to predict the relative
performance for different computing resources for a given
analysis task based on historical performance data of the
same application. Our model follows the basic supply and
demand model [9]. Here the available computational resource
is the supply while the computation resources required by the
application is the demand. When the supply can meet the
demand, we assume the application can be executed at its
maximum efficiency. Otherwise, the application cannot be run
at its optimal settings. Furthermore, when the supply is more
than demand, which means additional computing resources
will not reduce the execution time, it indicates a low utilization
of the computational resources.

 low utilization
optimal
f (dem, sup) =

low efficiency


sup > dem 
sup = dem

sup < dem

Applying to a specific computing subsystem, we can assume
the time required (as a measure of the performance) is a
continuous function of the supply and demand before the
supply can meet the demand and is a constant when the supply
meets the demand.

ts (dem, sup) =

tmin
g(dem, sup)

sup ≥ dem
sup < dem



We should point out that we are disregarding cases of internal code optimization of application workloads, where given
the same hardware resources, performance of an application
may be improved by innovations in employing better algorithms, internal data structures and improving access patterns
between computation and data in general. All of these fall in
the purview of the application designer/developer and outside
the scope of a generic tool. For the purposes of this paper, we
assume that such exercises in performance optimization have
already been explored.
The total time of an analysis task required using a given
computing resource can be modeled as the sum of the time
spend on all the subsystems.
Ttotal =

X

ts (dem, sup)

For a specific analysis, the performance (i.e. the execution
time ) can be treated as a function of the available computing resources, (including number of computing cores, core
frequencies, available memory, data transfer rates between
different subsystems) and the analysis requirement (including
memory usage, storage usage, and computing operations).
While the hardware specification can be easily obtained and
remain constant for a given computing resource, the exactly
demand measure varies and is specific to each analysis tasks.
Therefore, we further assume that the demand is a function

of the input parameters of the specific analysis. The input
parameters should also include direct measures of the input
data. Therefore, the equation 3 can be
Ttotal =

X

ts (d(input para), s(hw specs))

Although there are many subsystem within the computing
node, we only consider two components here, the computing
power and memory. This is mainly due to the fact that
two computing architecture are available within the same
computing cluster and share the same configurations for other
subsystems. Therefore the processing cores and memory are
two most differences between the two in our cases. The
testing application uses a number of parameters, we choose
the set of measures that can best to reflect the workload. A
major variation between different analysis request is indeed the
network topology and number of origin and destination nodes
considered. Therefore, we’ve chosen following features to
capture both the characteristics of the supply and the demand
in our use cases.
• Hardware - Processing : (Total Number of Threads used
by the job across all nodes) × (Speed of one core)
• Hardware - Memory : Total memory available to the job
across all nodes.
• Problem Size - Graph Topology : Nodes in the road
network
• Problem Size - Graph Topology : Links in the road
network
• Problem Size - Computation size : Number of unique
Origin-Destination pairs in the demand table
• Problem Size - Simulation Dynamics : Number of Vehicles in the simulation
• Problem Sizes - Simulation Dynamics : Number of trips
in the simulation
B. Prediction Based on Historical Data
Instead of trying to derive the exact model relation and
parameter for this particular application, we would like to
derive a general approach to estimate relative performance
between different resources and workloads. We choose using
SVM for model training and predication. Support Vector
Machines (SVM) [12] is a class of supervised learning models
that use algorithms to classify input data in one of two output
classes/groups. Their goal divide the input points in their
spacial dimension by a hyperplane that separates the two
groups by the widest margin possible. Internally SVM’s may
employ many different kernels or methods to measure distance
between two points in their spatial dimension. The ones most
commonly used, which are Linear, Polynomial, Radial Basis
and Sigmoid (or hyperbolic tangent). These essentially serve
as different similarity measures and replace the dot product
operation in the SVM algorithm. They are primarily useful
in extending the classification using SVM’s into non-linear
spatial dimensions [2]. The nature of performance characteristics of workloads, their input and the underlying hardware
events are seldom linear due the complexity of all the layers
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IV. E VALUATION R ESULTS
A. Data and Testing Environment
To train our model on the 7 features we selected from
Problem Size and Hardware, we ran DTA models on various
Transportation networks described in the table below. We
attempted to cover a wide range of network topology, vehicles/trips simulated and number of Origin-Destination pairs.
Please refer to Table (I) for a list of these networks.
We ran these networks on two types of nodes, multi-core
nodes and KNL nodes, on Stampede cluster. Each KNL node
has a total of 68 cores with 4 hardware threads per core to a
total of 272 threads. Each node also has 96G of memory, 16GB
of which is a faster MCDRAM technology. The supporting
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of software/hardware. We therefore empirically explore these
SVM variants in our classification model.
To train our SVM model, we recorded the running time
between the two systems under various hardware configurations. We then created two classes based on which system and
configuration has better performance for the same workload.
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1767
2797
3268
25473
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24149
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47216
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Vehicles
27251
136090
196067
7326169
7352025
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1
7211650

Trips
256256
72737
587166
810437
1275782
63316
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1096619

TABLE I: Transportation Networks data

B. Performance Profiles
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network interconnect uses Omnipaths 100Gb/sec network. The
multi-core system sued here is based on multi-core Intel Xeon
E5 Sandy Bridge processors. Each compute node has 2 Intel
Xeon E5-2680 Sandy Bridge Processors. These amount to a
total of 8 (2.7GHz) cores (16 threads). Furthermore each node
has 32G of memory. The supporting network interconnect uses
Mellanox FDR InfiniBand technology in a 2-level (cores and
leafs) fat-tree topology.

We did node for node comparisons between Stampede and
KNL systems for scaling with both processing power (in
Figures (2), (3)) and various dimensions of the input problem
size, namely graph nodes and links (Figures (4), (5)), Unique
Origin-Destination pairs, (Figure (6)), Trips (Figure (7)) and
Vehicles (Figure (8) ). These figures shown are for testing with
4 compute nodes. A trend that becomes quickly evident from
these figures is that neither system is universally better for
all problem sizes. We see that in the case of larger networks,
KNL does almost upto 2x better and takes 50% lesser time.
These networks, in addition to being larger topologically,
also deal with greater traffic volume injected into them, thus
creating more dynamics in the variation of link costs. This inturn causes TDSP to become more computationally intensive,
which is helped by running on many-core hardware for larger
number of threads. Smaller networks on the other hand benefit
less from such large number of threads and instead benefit
from faster cores of traditional multi-core systems. Testing
results for the 8 compute node case were also similar. This
further motivates the need for our model as given a problem
instance, it is often difficult to judge which system it might
perform better on.
C. prediction model evaluation
To validate our approach, all testing results are pooled
together to form the training and evaluation benchmark. In
this benchmark, each sample record include all features on
hardware specification and testing workload listed in previous
section. For each sample record, we can assign a binary
classification as ”preferred” or not ”preferred” based on the
run times of iteration 2 in DTA algorithm. Since we have
a small testing data sets with 21 samples, we conducted
multi-iteration cross validation methods for evaluating model
efficiency. In each iteration, the benchmark is randomly split
into two subsets as training and evaluation data sets. During
the sample split, we also guarantee that both classes are
selected proportionately from either subset. Two splits ratios
are used: one with 80/20 (17 samples/4 samples) splits and
the other with 70/30 splits (16 samples/5 samples) between
training and evaluation subset. For each split, we run 10,000
trails.
Our preliminary testing used the SVM support implemented
in e1071 package in R [30][23]. There are four kernel
functions supported in this implementation including: Linear,

SVM Kernel
Linear
Polynomial
Radial Basis
Sigmoid

70% (Training)-30% (Testing)
93.568
95.198
95.494
94.906

80% (Training)-20% (Testing)
93.01
92.7425
96.1725
95.3925

TABLE II: Prediction accuracy of SVM Kernels

Polynomial, Radial Basis and Sigmoid. We conducted the
same trail using four kernel separately. In summary, there are
80,000 total cross validation tests conducted between the four
kernel functions and two different splits. The average accuracy
results, defined as the percentage of true positive in the testing
sets, are reported in Table (II).
The results shown that our approach can achieve over 92%
accuracy for all test scenarios. The accuracy is slightly higher
when using 80/20 split than using 70/30 split. For both splits,
the best kernel function is the Radial Basis function. As we
can see from these results, our methodology works well. At
this point we would like to acknowledge that our data set size
is small. However, the results shows our method is promising
and could be used for resource selection for DTA analysis with
high confidence level. The results are also very encouraging
on the general feasibility of our approach for additional types
of applications and hardware specifications.
V. F UTURE W ORK & C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a new model to help users
selecting computational resources for specific analysis tasks.
Our model utilizes the historical data collected from the same
application but with different workloads running across the
available resources. We used a SVM classifier and DTA
analysis in transportation research as the workload during
our preliminary studies. We showed that the test application
performance profiles can change over the workload and availability of the resources non-linearly. Our results shows high
prediction accuracy and confirms its viability for this model.
The best performing SVM kernel was found to be the Radial
Basis function.
For this particular use case, our results also show the advantages and disadvantages between two main stream computing
architectures available today: multi-core and many core. For
this specific use case, our results show there is no universal
advantage between these two architectures. The advantage is
infact workload dependent. We firmly believe the performance
profile for most big data applications will also share this
characteristic. Therefore, research and tools of workload aware
models of application and systems are necessary.
Our work is directly motivated by the gap between the
increasing diversity of types of high performance computing
resources becomes available and the increasing complexity in
performance profile of big data applications. Both types of
hardware are available at the same computing clusters at Texas
Advanced Computing Centers. Choosing between the right
type of nodes is a practical question for both the resources
providers and the cluster users. Our work not only has the
potential to directly benefit the cluster users to accomplish

their computation task sooner but can also benefit resources
providers to improve resource utilization.
We attempted to use all available real transportation data
(instead of synthetic data) to adequately capture the feature
values that would form a realistic representation of the problem
space. However, the present available labelled data are very
small. In the future, we aim to be able to both gather more real
world transportation simulation data and also to explore the
qualitative differences in using synthetic data sets for model
training. We also plan to expand our testing to additional
applications from other fields as well. Although hundreds of
applications were run repeatedly in our cluster, a challenge is
to collect metrics for input parameters used by users due to
both technical and policy issues.
In the future, we plan on exploring this methodology within
an application specific web portal which allows users to launch
different instantiations of the same application. This would enable us to constantly gather more data to train the SVM model
on and thereby produce increasingly accurate predictions to
the portal users. We also hope to incorporate more hardware
features (e.g L2/L3 caches, network interconnect technology,
memory bandwidth) to capture the effect of these lower level
hardware components into the model to improve its prediction
accuracy.
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